
Long Barrel Handguns- Advantages Of Using It 

So you are confused about whether to shop for handguns for sale with a long barrel or not. If you are 

confused about whether to order firearms with a long barrel, you are unaware of the benefits of using 

this kind of gun. To make your doubt clear regarding this subject matter, we are here with some proven 

benefits that will surely convince you to buy this kind of gun for satisfying your shooting purpose. 

Without wasting time, let us discover the more significant advantages associated with purchasing this 

handgun. 

Advantages- 

1-     Accuracy- 

The primary advantage of using long barrel handguns is the maximized side radius, a longer distance 

between rear sights and front sights. This permits the shooter bit more precision in aiming at targeting 

long distances. Being that said, many shooters have an uncanny ability to hit targets reliably at a 

distance to 2000 yards with the snub-nosed revolver.  The short, long barrel is more inherently accurate 

than the short barrel, all else being equal. More importantly, a long barrel puts more distance between 

the rear sight and front sight. This thus provides you longer sight radius and thus improving accuracy. 

2-     Velocity-   

Another plus point that long barrel handguns is having is efficiently burned the powder charge, 

providing greater velocities and better exterior and terminal ballistics. This is particularly important to 

those who hand load their ammo.  For the guns with the short-sized barrel, shooters use faster burning 

powders such as WW231, bullseye, HP-38, so the powder is not wasted. Slower burning powder such as 

H110, 2400 allows themselves better toward longer barrel weapon as their ignition rate give up greater 

velocities and flatter trajectories. 

3-     Safer and easier- 

Firing ammo tailored for long barrel handguns are 100% safe to fire in snubbies.  A long heavier gun will 

recoil less, making it easier and faster to shoot and reacquire the target. 

How can you say a long barrel is the right fit for you? 

Despite it being a revolver or pistol, the barrel's length impacts many things and must be taken into 

account when picking up the right gun for you. Long barrel offers more accuracy, but they are not easier 

to hide in a concealed application. Another benefit of using a long barrel is target visibility as well as 

sight alignment. No doubt determining the proper length of the barrel for you need with what you 

intended to use the handguns for sale. 

Why buy a handgun online? 

There are many plus points associated with when it comes to buy handguns online. You are likely to get 

plenty of options available, especially the model, type. Based upon your choice, like/dislike, you can 
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online buy handguns with bitcoins. Another best thing is that you will get heavy discounts on 

purchasing the guns online if you get them from a reliable supplier. Most important is that more 

excellent safety and privacy will be too maintained when buy handguns with bitcoins. 

The end- 

So you have learned about the benefits of using a long barrel gun. Order now and buy handguns online 

from a seller guaranteeing you supply superior quality handgun at better rates only.   
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